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and the concave lens to
the end of the smaller
tube. Place the smaller
tube inside the bigger
tube (figure 4). Aflat mirror to direct sunlight at
right angles onto the convex lens is fixed to a swivelling base so that the Sun
projector can be trained
on the Sun throughout the
day, counteracting the
movements of the Earth.
By adjusting the distance between the concave and convex lenses the size and sharpness of
the Sun’s image obtained on a screen made from
white paper glued to the bottom of a cardboard box
can be altered. A shutter made from a piece of black
card with a hole measuring 2 cm in diameter can be
placed between the two lenses to prevent possible
lens errors by reducing the aperature.
KINETIC ENERGY

Figures 5 and 6. This projector can be made by a
group of students, and used to observe our
movement around the Sun or view an image of it.
In the classroom, the screen should be placed in
an area of shadow, and the projector near a window.
The projector can be used to observe Sun spots, to
measure the viewing angle of the Sun, or even to
measure the viewing angle of the Moon.
Béla Szomi Kralj
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Energy conservation can
predict intervals of time

that for this observer equation (1) can be written as
m(v − V )2
m(−V )2
+ mgh =
2
2

(3)

Consider a simple energy problem. A mass m, which where v − V is the final speed. In the first part of
is initially at rest, falls down due to Earth’s grav- equation (3) we have taken into account that the iniity (g = 9.8 m/s2). Friction is negligible. Conservation tial speed is –V in this frame.
√
of energy states:
From equation (3) we expect to obtain v = 2gh,
i.e. the same result as from equation (2). However,
K 0 + P0 = K + P
(1) it yields a different result! How can this be solved?
The solution follows. I also found that it has an appliwhere K0 and P0 are the kinetic and potential ener- cation to a problem that is usually considered imposgies, respectively, at the initial position (height h), sible to solve by applying the conservation of energy!
whereas K and P are the corresponding energies
when the mass reaches the ground (height zero). Solving the problem
Equation (1) can also be written as
In the frame where the observer is moving downwards with a constant speed V, the final height of
2
mv
mgh =
,
(2) mass m is not zero, but V t (because the observer
2
has moved a distance V t down during time t of the
which yields
√ the well-known result for the final fall). So, equation (3) is not the right form of equaspeed v = 2gh.
tion (1). We have to add an additional term,
Now consider an observer moving with constant
m(−V )2
m(v − V )2
+ mgh =
+ mgV t . (4)
speed V relative to the ground. At first sight, we would
2
2
argue that conservation of energy (like all physical
laws) must hold true in any frame of reference, and
This equation can be rewritten as
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mgh − mgV t =

mv 2
− mvV.
2

(5)

Relativity requires that the laws of physics hold
true in all frames. This equation must hold for any
value of V. Obviously this is possible only if the
terms independent of V are the same, and the terms
proportional to V are also equal. Thus
mgh =

mv 2
2

the kinetic energy depends on the frame).
But we can go further. We can use equation (6) to
predict the time it takes the mass√m to hit the ground.
Indeed, we obtain t = v/g = 2h/g. Many textbooks stress that energy conservation is useful to
determine speed and distance, but not time [1].
Resolution of a simple problem has made it possible to realize that, in fact, energy conservation can
also be used to predict time intervals.

(5)

Reference
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Using
equation
(5)
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the
right
result:
√
v = 2gh. The problem is solved. Whichever frame J Fort Departament de Física, Edifici P-II,
we consider, we obtain the same answer for the final Universitat de Girona, 17071 Girona, Catalonia,
speed v relative to the ground (despite the fact that Spain, e-mail: joaquim.fort@udg.es
−mgV t = −mvV.
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Paper proves to be stronger than wood
This is a new twist on a popular demonstration. The
idea is to try to cut a sheet of newspaper by hitting
it with the broad face of a plywood ruler (we used
a 30 cm ruler). This task is not as easy as it seems.
In our first attempt we floated a sheet of paper in
the air and then tried to cut the paper by hitting it as
hard and as fast as possible with a ruler. However,
the sheet remained intact and the paper was dragged
through the air. A possible explanation of this failure could be that the ruler was not travelling fast
enough to cut the paper.
In our second attempt we placed the ruler on the
a table so that it overhung the table by 5 cm. A sheet
of newspaper was placed over the portion of the
ruler that lay on the table (taking care that no air
pockets were left between the paper and the table).
With a hand we hit the overhanging portion of the
ruler. (The opposite end of the ruler moves around
five times as fast as your hand.)
Surprisingly, the ruler broke. I suggest that you
practise this demonstration alone before showing it
to your class, because if you do not hit the ruler fast
enough, the ruler will just drag the newspaper
through the air. Alternatively, you could use a hammer to apply the blow.
A popular explanation for the ruler breaking [1–6]
is that the atmospheric pressure applied over the
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paper (around 10 N cm–2) produces a force that is
strong enough to break the ruler. It is claimed that
because the sheet of paper is touching the table, if
you try to lift the paper, a vacuum between the paper
and the table is produced. If you separate the sheet
of paper from the table, the ruler should remain
unbroken and just drag the paper through the air.
To test this theory we repeated our experiment but
this time we placed a ruler one each side of the overhanging ruler (10 cm away) then laid the paper over
all three rulers. With this arrangement the paper was
not in contact with the table. When we applied a blow
to the overhanging edge of the ruler, the ruler broke.
Proof of the pudding
So, our vacuum theory cannot be true. In fact, the
ruler breaks due to the mass of the sheet of paper,
which is added to the ruler’s mass. To prove this,
we placed the ruler on the table (with one end of it
overhanging), and put a 10 g piece of Plasticine
(which was also the weight of the paper) on the opposite end of the ruler. When we struck the protruding
end of the ruler, it broke again (and the Plasticine
hit the ceiling). With the help of a hammer, it is possible to break the ruler without any added weight.
The experiment can be seen in more detail if it is
filmed using a video camera that takes 15 frames
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